their confidence is below some threshold T , assuming an incentive compatible mechanism is used to ensure that the workers behave honestly. Theoretical results giving sufficient conditions for the effectiveness of the method is provided, together with an online mechanism for selecting the threshold when properties of the crowd is not known in advance.
The paper "Robust Plackett-Luce Model for k-ary Crowdsourced Preferences", by Bo Han, Yuangang Pan, and Ivor W. Tsang studies the problem of aggregrating the ranking of k-ary preferences. Robust performance in this task has become more important with the prevalence of crowdsourcing as a method for obtaining preferences, as crowdsourced ranking data is often noisy and inconsistent. The paper proposes a method for integrating the Plackett-Luce model with a denoising vector for handling the noisy data. An online Bayesian inference method is proposed to make the method scalable, with good results shown in experiments.
In the paper "Efficient Preconditioning for Noisy Separable NMFs by Successive Projection Based Low-Rank Approximations", by Tomohiko Mizutani and Mirai Tanaka, non-negative matrix factorization under a separability assumption is studied. Non-negative matrix factorization is a computationally difficult problem in general, but becomes tractable under a separability assumption which is realistic for various practical problems. Preconditioning can be used to provide robustness against noise, and the paper provides a new computationally efficient preconditioning method. An empirical study demonstrates that the method is effective.
The paper "Semi-Supervised AUC Optimization based on Positive-Unlabeled Learning", by Tomoya Sakai, Gang Niu, and Masashi Sugiyama provides a semi-supervised learning method for maximizing the area under the receiver operation characteristic curve (AUC). Unlike typical semi-supervised learning method, the proposed method does not depend on strong distributional assumptions. The method is developed from analysis of AUC learning with positive and unlabeled data and extended to the semi-supervised case. Practical usefulness of the method is demonstrated through experiments.
In the paper "Learning Safe Multi-Label Prediction for Weakly Labeled Data", by Tong Wei, Lan-Zhe Guo, Yu-Feng Li and Wei Gao, a safe method for generating labels for incomplete training examples is proposed. The method can be used for tasks such as semi-supervised learning, where some training examples are unlabeled, as well as for weakly labeled multilabel learning, where the only parts of the labels of some of the multi-labeled examples are available. The method assumes that the ground truth labels are generated by a convex combination of base multi-label learners, and provides a labeling that maximizes the minimum of the performance measure over labelings provided by possible ground truth labelings. The F 1 score and top-k precision performance measures are studied. A cutting-plane strategy is used to iteratively generate the label assignments in an efficient manner and experiments demonstrate the effectiveness of the method.
In the paper "Distributed Multi-task Classification: A Decentralized Online Learning Approach", by Chi Zhang, Peilin Zhao, Shuji Hao, Yeng Chai Soh, Bu Sung Lee, and Steven C.H. Hoi, multi-task learning over a distributed network is studied. An online two-phase decentralized learning algorithm is proposed: in the first phase, information for all tasks are shared within each node in the network, and in the second phase, communication between nodes leads to the convergence to a common multi-task minimizer. Analysis shows that the algorithm achieves a O( √ T ) regret bound where T is the number of online iterations. Good performance is demonstrated in experiments.
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The papers in this special issue contain many interesting ideas. We hope that you enjoy them and find the papers useful for your research.
